Fall Release 2019

CARA MIA VINEYARD v2.0
16 DAYS EARLY. 22% HOTTER. In two short factoids I can write the story
of the hottest vintage on record in Washington, 2015. Subsequent years have
yet to reach that infernal maximum but are still among the warmest, earliest
vintages on record. What is a winemaker who relies on great structural tannin
and acid balance to craft elegant wines to do with this heat?
Fortunately we have a plan. We are doubling the vine density in Cara Mia
Vineyard by adding rows IN THE MIDDLE of existing rows, all to provide
the shading necessary to grow wines of elegance, nuance, and texture. Read
all about Cara Mia Vineyard v2.0 inside our Fall Release Newsletter!

➢

Cara Mia Vineyard v2.0 [cont.]
The effects of extreme heat on vines and fruit can be profound: Searing, direct sunlight can sunburn grape
skins just as it does humans. Sunburn leads to browned skins that never completely gain color, leading
to pinkish wine. Excessive light and heat promote an overripe/underripe character within one cluster of
grapes — prune and vegetal flavors at the same time. The shortened ripening window leads to tougher
tannins as phenolic ripeness lags sugar ripeness. As if all that wasn’t enough, excessive heat can aspirate
acidity, meaning less of the bright red acidic pop of flavor than in cooler vintages.
The answer is shade. Protect the fruiting zone in the vine canopy from the blistering effects of direct sun
exposure to allow longer hang time and therefore fruit flavor and tannin maturity at reasonable alcohol
levels. There are three general ways to shade the fruit: Provide netting to directly protect fruit. This is
cumbersome, taking time to erect and remove, requires additional infrastructure but is effective. Second,
grow more canopy (green growth) to shade fruit. Superficially all this method requires is more water and
some canopy management, but there is a significant downside. More canopy requires more fruit to balance plant dynamics. We would have to
increase yields in the vineyard from two
tons per acre (tpa) to perhaps four tpa
and that would sacrifice the flavor intensity that comes with the low yields we
seek every year.
Option three is a pioneering technique.
Plant an interstitial vineyard within
Cara Mia. So of course that’s the path we
chose. Planting new rows in between the
existing rows cuts the proximity of each
row to its neighbor in half. The fruiting
zone will now be shaded by the adjacent
row for more of the morning and especially for more time during the intense
afternoon heat. Voila! Cooler, shadier vines.
Our vineyard’s original layout was eight feet between rows and three feet between vines. As of August 1st
the vineyard has double the number of vines, is on four feet between rows and maintains the three foot
spacing between vines. Doubling the vine density has the additional superb benefit of maximizing the
growing capacity of our small acreage while maintaining the low yield per plant that is part of the reason
Cara Mia vineyard is so special.
This is not the first time we’ve pioneered a new concept/technique for our wines and vineyard. Back in
1998 there were no other wineries specializing in vineyard designated blends — we were the first. In 2004
when we first planted Cara Mia, off axis rows and novel clonal selections were also new ideas. Doubling
our vine density as a method to counteract the warming environment is just a continuation of our forward
thinking commitment to making the finest wine possible.
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The View from the Vineyards
2019 is perhaps the oddest vintage I can remember. The year started
cool and later than normal but a prolonged warm spell in May really
kick started growth. June continued with near perfect weather leading
to a huge fruit set, of which we had to drop over half of the clusters to
maintain two to three ton per acre yields. July and August were hot,
but surprisingly with no days over 100 degrees for the first time since
2011. Harvest began on September 5th, a nearly normal vintage start.
On September 8th there was a rain event on Red Mountain and the
temperatures dropped into the middle 70s, continuing in the 70s to
the 28th. Another rain event occurred on Sunday September 29th and
temperatures took another downward turn into the 50s, from which,
at the time of the writing, we may not recover. Fortunately Cadence
concluded picking on Monday September 30th, with all fruit in the
winery and fermenting to warm temperatures and delicious smells.

Double Guyot versus bilateral cordon trellising systems. Cara Mia Vineyard has

Tech Brief: employed a double Guyot trellis system since inception. In this system new canes

are laid down on the fruiting wire every year. Envision a person with her arms
spread out horizontally—the arms are the new canes. This keeps the overall size of the plant small and
limits the size of the nutrient pathway to the fruiting canes, helping prevent large yields.

We are switching the vineyard to a bilateral cordon system in which the arms are permanent and not
renewed every season as in Guyot. Theoretically this allows for more nutrient flow into the fruiting
canes. But we’ve determined that water management alone can control vine vigor and therefore the
vine balance of leaf area to fruit load. Bilateral cordon promotes more upright shoot growth and easier
shoot positioning, critical when rows are only four feet apart.

Vintage 2016 Tasting Notes
2016 Bel Canto, Red Mountain
82% Cabernet Franc, 12% Merlot, 6% Petit Verdot

2016

Bel Canto

R E D M O U N TA I N

Stunning, highly perfumed nose of dusty, crushed rock minerality, spice,
and black currants. All our wines are terroir driven, and Bel Canto
truly reflects the cobblestone soils on which it is grown. It smells like
Red Mountain earth. The palate is soil driven, minerals harmoniously
dancing with beautiful red fruit. The acidity is fresh for such a warm
vintage. The back end is driven by plush, lifting tannins that elevate
the finish and foretell of a wonderful, lengthy evolution in bottle.

2016 Camerata, Red Mountain
80% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Cabernet Franc

2016

Camerata

R E D M O U N TA I N

Spices leap out of the glass, followed by crushed red fruit and
graphite. This is as aromatic as any young Camerata has ever
been. Red and black fruit interplay on the palate with more
minerality and spice weaving in and out of the fruit framework.
This is deep, intense and energetic. Fine tannins rise through
the finish, leaving an impression long after the sip is done.

2016 Ciel du Cheval Vineyard, Red Mountain
43% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Cabernet Franc, 14% Merlot, 8% Petit Verdot

Ciel du Cheval Vineyard
R ED M O U NTAIN

2016

The wine leads with dark, sultry spice and black berry fruit. Intense,
penetrating flavors of black raspberry, cocoa, cherries and baking spices
await on the palate. The flavors finish with firm tannins in a resolute
style. This wine will unwind beautifully over many years to come.

2016 Tapteil Vineyard, Red Mountain
36% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Cabernet Franc, 29% Merlot

Tapteil Vineyard
R ED M O U NTAIN

2016

Tapteil starts with Tapteil dust, in spades. This dusty/minerally
quality has become a unique marker for the vineyard, reproduced
nowhere else in Washington. On the palate minerals, red and
black fruit, and spice play a weaving, intricate dance. The wine
finishes with great fruit and a fine tannin balance. Tapteil
2016 is powerful, deep, and structured for the long haul.

Latest Press
From Sean Sullivan, Washington Wine Report and Wine Enthusiast Magazine:
Dedicated to single vineyard, Bordeaux-style blends from Red Mountain, Cadence wines are some of the most
delicious, classy, structured, and age-worthy wines to come out of Washington. The wines all have a clear
sense of vision, purpose, and approach. Personally, if I had to put a case of Washington wine together to have
on a desert island, Cadence wines would take up at least a couple of spots in that box.
The 2017 Coda, out now, is another top quality effort. I tasted this wine for review, then double decanted it
(out of the bottle into a decanter and then poured back into the bottle), then tasted it over the next five days. It
was delicious to the very last drop. I can’t imagine too many $28 wines that you could decant for that long and
have them continue to sing until the end. Don’t get me wrong, it’s great out of the gate, but offers tremendous
cellaring potential and also exceptional quality at this price level.
To me, the Coda is also a perfect gateway wine. It’s a wine that makes you think, “I wonder what those higher
tier wines taste like.” Let me say in this regard of the 2016 single vineyard wines to be released later this year,
they are stunning. But this really comes as no surprise. Over 20 years in, the Cadence wines are always topnotch and have never tasted better.

Seattle Metropolitan Magazine, 30 Washington
Wines to Drink Right Now, October 2019
– Sean Sullivan
(2016 Coda for “Evergreen Releases”)

Seattle Magazine, Crushing It: The Best
Washington Wines of 2019, August 2019
– Paul Zitarelli
(2015 Bel Canto for “Best Splurge Bordeaux Red Blend”)

Seattle Times Pacific NW Magazine,
December 14, 2018
– Andy Purdue
“Ben Smith of Cadence focuses exclusively on one region,
and one style of wine, to craft vineyard-designated wines”
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WE: Wine Enthusiast, JD: Jeb Dunnuck

A Very Special Bottling
2017 Pinot Noir, Anna’s Vineyard
100% Pinot Noir, Chehalem Mountain AVA, Oregon

Yes, we made Pinot Noir, from Anna’s Vineyard an Owen
Roe estate property. All of 32 cases are available with Club
Members receiving the first dibs on a rare bird indeed.
The aromas are redolent of sweet spice, barrel and red
raspberries. These carry through to the silky palate, with
more bright berry flavors, beautifully integrated acidity and
gracefully poised balance. Definitely Pinot in the Cadence
house style. The balance and gently present tannins should
guarantee beautiful evolution over the next decade.

Anna’s Vineyard
CH EH A L EM M O U NTAINS AVA

2017

Upcoming Events

Oregon
Pinot Noir

Fall Release Open House, Saturday, October 19th
Cadence Winery, Noon to 5pm

Tasting, Saturday, October 26th
Seifert & Jones, Bellingham

Tasting, Saturday, November 16th
Wine Alley, Renton

Tasting, Thursday, November 21st
Champion Wine Cellars, Seattle

Holiday Open House, Saturday, December 7th
Cadence Winery, 1pm to 5pm

Tasting, Saturday, December 14th
McCarthy & Schiering, Seattle

Tasting, Saturday, December 21st
Arista Wine Cellars, Edmonds

www.cadencewinery.com
9320 15th Avenue So., Unit CF, Seattle, Washington 98108

Visit us at www.cadencewinery.com for other events and details

SAVE THE DATE! OUR FALL RELEASE OPEN HOUSE IS OCTOBER 19, 2019!

Sign up for the Cadence Wine Club!
Our wine club members will receive two Allocations per year: one in the spring to coincide with our Coda release in late April/early May, and one in the fall to coincide with the
release of our vineyard
and reserve wines in late
October/early November.
Before each shipment,
[myoo-zet] noun
we will send you an email
a. a small bag used to pass meals to racing cyclists,
to notify you that a shipb. a 17th/18th-century French dance, like a gavotte,
ment is being prepared
c. a kind of small bagpipe played with bellows,
and what the shipment
d. a box of Cadence wine to nourish your soul and
date will be. You will have
delivered right to your door.
approximately 10 days to
review the shipment, add
bottles to the Allocation if
you wish, make sure that all the billing and shipping information is correct and activate the
shipment. If you are a premium club member (Full Musette) you may also substitute bottles
at this time. A fan of Bel Canto? No problem, all 12 of the bottles in your musette box can be
Bel Canto. Basic club members (Mini Musette) may not make substitutions.

mu•sette

Sign up for the wine club any time throughout the year. Once you activate your shipment,
we will charge your credit card and send your musette box off to you on the shipment date
via FedEx ground. If you would rather pick up your wine at our Spring or Fall open house,
we’d love to have you join us at the release party! Just change your shipping option to
“Winery Pick-up at Open House” before you activate your shipment. Details are at: www.
cadencewinery.com.

Greg Giere, Director of Sales
Meet Greg Giere. Greg joined our little team on April 1st of the
year, although his relationship with Cadence stretches back
nearly a dozen years. Back in 2008 Greg was a sommelier at
the Daniel’s Broiler on Lake Union and attended a staff training
I gave to their somms and servers. Greg came up to me at the
end ofthe training and asked if he could volunteer at the winery.
I said yes, of course, and Greg helped bottle our first vintage of
Bel Canto from Cara Mia Vineyard, the 2006, and was a regular
volunteer from the on. His day job brought him in to the distribution sales world, took a slight detour outside our industry, and
with perfect timing, hired in full time with us! Welcome Greg!

